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(Continuation of the teachings on LIGHT, Light as a plasma converts its energy to 

matter depending on the environment it travels to, The sun's rays travel out as plasma M 

fields and are captured by the MG fields of a planet to make the elements of that 

environment, There are 3 types of fields that interact to become matter they are also 

seen as translucent light, The geological layers we see in mountains on this planet were 

created by passing through certain fields in the universe, It is us who decides the layers 

and can change deserts into oasis, When you know the MG field that a crops grows in 

you simply apply that field and you don't even need the seed to grow it, We have to 

learn how to convert the light, or what we call plasmatic motion in the fields of the 

universe, light is not just what we see it is also transmutation, transfer, and 

transportation of the plasmatic entity and some pass us and they become light on the 

Moon or Saturn and since they don't have our strength they don't create light for us, We 

travel through space as light or plasma in an elongated condition and at the destination 

we change back into a spherical plasma depending on the environment, There cannot be 

any difference in the world of creation between the Creator and what He has manifested 

Himself as the soul of the man, I made man in the image of myself, Man has to 

understand that no, there is nothing any different in any realms of the creation, It's the 

interference of the emotion with the fields to expect a reaction and interaction from a 

lower to a higher strength, Everything in the universe works on this principle there is no 

difference, The higher order has to give by its, what we call magnitudinal strength to the 

destination and has to take from the point of destination the G field of it that it creates a 

balance, It's like a pulley he explains, Explains (Rainbow Body of Buddhism) how body 

goes back to light, The soul becomes more humble then the souls of physicality and 

they all feed into one soul and become a light, Explains about near death experiences 

when people get hit and pain too much the soul reorganizes the energy, Anniversary of 

Fabio's death and investigation into murder, Explains how our systems can create more 

energy during the night then the day using the MG field of the planet, Walking 

bareofoted, sleeping on the ground or on leather or in a skyscraper one absorbs different 

MG fields, Our hands are like Alek's Beads and absorb MG fields, For Plasma research 

we have to bring in scientific people to qualify and quantify it, Jalal's experience with 

UOF but we can't comment on these kind of things, In past few months a number of 

spaceships lining up on the horizon in deep space,     ,  ) 

 

 

(:05). I was told that last week bringing the technology into the light and the conversion 

of light has effected many of our people's understanding and they say they understand a 

little bit more, but now they are lost in a new maze. The knowledge of the Pl has to 

become the totality of the work of the Pl. We try to understand how the conversion of 

Pl from the spherical to what we call elongated cylindrical, to what we call light, to 

what converts itself back to as an energy from matter, is literally as we call Book 

numbers 1, 2, 3. Creation of the light and motion of the light is itself a condition 

imposed by the environment that the Pl travels through or gets attracted to, and on 

the other hand the same condition and environment can be used to evolve the 

plasma of the light. What does this mean? In so many writings it has been called, and 

its name has changed to transmutation of elements. We started with the Gans's in this 

process we developed that a Gans in origin radiating fields, some of the fields of the 

Gans's you make, if you create the right environment for it. It will appear as light, 



to the visible or to instrumentation detection. But when this light arrives at its 

destination now it has to manifest itself as what it is, is it Pl, does it carry the 

energy of Cu or H, does it carry in effect the condition that it can convert itself in 

conjunction  (:08). with MG fields of its destination to matter Cu. Light itself is 

transmutation of fields according to the strength of them, what it can carry, what 

it delivers at the point of manifestation in respect to its environment. You have the 

Sun, its rays in Pl M fields moves this way, if you are able to capture them by the 

MG fields of a planet, here you create gold, most of what is as gold depending on 

the rotation and direction, here you have He, here you have ?? subatomic. At the 

same time you have gold at this position, but if you can produce a specific 

condition you can make this He according to its environment into gold also. What 

we have learned is the transmutation of fields, packages of energies, what we call 

light. This movement of the sun's fields to a point of matters of elements, subatomic, 

whatever it comes to, in interaction with the other fields that might have 

manifested from the Sun, itself leaving the surface at different strengths,  (:10). or 

by interaction of the other fields returning, or entering the space of the Solar 

System, can also lead to creation of gold. As these 3 fields interact with each other 

softly they create that translucent light of the universe. What we call the light from 

the Sun as a field manifests itself as it is, according to what it comes to, and what it is. 

When it rubs against the earth different layers further or closer the strength of the 

MG (fields) it starts creating its own elements. If you look at the geological pattern 

of the planet, if we look at a mountain cut out of the landscape we see different 

layers and colors. The question to ask is where did these colors come from? They 

did not happen at the point of inception and creation of the earth. They happened 

as the earth passed through different strengths, through the upper ?? strips, into 

both the Sun and its rotation  (:12). around its environment. As the environment 

around the earth has changed in its passage, it has accepted and created different MG 

fields which has lead to creation of different layers. If we understand this and realize 

that it is us who decides the field absorption, then we come to a very big 

conclusion, we can change deserts into oasis, then if we wait long enough we can 

create the sand which is needed for it, the soil which is needed to cultivate. The 

layers of this planet are not accidental. Nobody has ever asked the question, we just 

accepted what the geologists said, this is this, okay some of it we can explain because it 

was at the bottom of the ocean. Even to be at the bottom of the ocean the atmosphere 

around it has to confirm and confine it in that position that it can hold an oceans 

condition. Then it comes and we see layers of different things, where do these layers 

come from, some we get with the volcanic. But the others have never been explained to 

man, now we understand. the reason we need to understand that in the coming time we 

don't need to put chemicals on deserts, or put all sorts of things to change the 

environment, land for one purpose or another. Now we can change the 

environment through the plasmatic M field that we change the game, we do it in 2 

ways first we change the amount of fields that are needed to be absorbed  (:14). to create 

let's the environment of a marshland or things to grow here, then next door we create a 

condition that we can only grow bananas. If we get very good at it then on top of the 

mountain I like to grow rice, which is opposite to what we know rice is normally grown 

in flat land with a lot of water. But it's the condition that we create, the plasmatic change 

in the environment will dictate the growth. This is in answer to those who say that 

there is going to be a ofod shortage because of so many human beings as we 

increase in numbers. But if we understand this even on the roofs of our own homes we 

can produce environments like the green houses that we have now a days that in one 



corner we create a tropical environment for tropical fruits in another grasslands, etc.. to 

be able to grow anything we like. This is what the next generation of the conversion 

of the fields from the universe will force man to accept and to do in the depth of 

the U. If you go to another planet and you want to create the conditions of this 

planet, sorry there are no aluminum framed greenhouses, but if you carry the 

knowledge all you need to do is to find out what fields are coming here (it's sun),  (:16). 

and what system you need to put here so that, that field creates the MG field to grow 

carrots. Do you need the soil to cultivate, or do you need the seed, that by giving the 

right condition it grows on its own. You can grow alkaline vegetation on acidic land 

and visa versa you can have the kind of environment that you choose but we have to 

move into the steps, the conditions in how we convert the light, or what we call 

plasmatic motion in the fields of the universe. Light is not just what you see and 

can identify through it. Light is transmutation, transfer, and transportation of the 

plasmatic entity. Some pass us and they become light on the moon or Saturn, but 

our strength they do not catch, they don't create light for us. When you are on the 

line of another planet you receive the same light strength as the one before that, you 

might receive. However, the brightness of the planet Earth doesn't change, because 

the MG field of the earth can only pull the plasmatic light fields of the entity that is 

at the strength that he attracts and not what is passing through. Otherwise, we 

would forever have thunderstorms or thunder-lights of the solar system inside the 

planet.  (:18). We absorb, attract according to MG fields of the center points of the 

planet. This is why summers are hot and everyone across the planet, unless there 

are clouds, feel the same temperature. The interaction of the fields in the dimension 

of the plasmatic motion creates ?? life, but then that ?? life is conformation, in a way 

understanding of the entity existence ???  We don't need to have the eye to see, but 

through the reflection of the light which we detect we can tell what is in front of us. 

When the man looses his eyes in the span of the U where it is of no use because ?? too 

close to see, everything is too far, then how does the man see and detect with no eyes. 

There is a big difference between the blindness and no vision, no eyes. Even if we are 

blind the dimension of the fields interaction without any new ?? neural connection 

creates its own dimension of the confirmation of existence. But then you don't have 

that ?? you very much have to work on the ?? solar of the plasma of the body of the 

man. ?? sounds are very ?? express. Then it goes to the vision of the STM.  (:20). 

What do we see and how would we like to see it. Then every entity has a bandwidth 

according to understanding of the man or being, that you can detect everything 

because they don't interact with the specific liquid salts balance in your eye for you 

to confirm the manifestation of the entity, but then you see through the strengths 

of the interaction of the fields with the STM. If you understand just a little bit more 

into this, then man has the vision to see his Creator. It is the man who has decided to 

use the eye of physicality and not the eye of the soul of the creation. How we convert 

and how effectively we can change ourselves from rays to particles to matter state 

manifestation of different strengths is understanding of the totality of the motion of the 

plasmatic fields. It's slowing down, transfer and the balance between M and G fields of 

its entity. When you arrive as a light, a beam, a particle or as whatever you want to 

call it, then how do you open up. How do you give to yourself manifestation 

without hitting something. You are the light and coming with a SS at a speed beyond 

the speed of imagination.  (:22). Forget about what Einstein told he never understood. 

You come to this point, you are here, and now you want to manifest yourself, you are a 

beam. You are not a spherical. The only way you might be able to exist and 

confirm your existence is to convert to a plasma. In a way a plasma that can balance 



itself in the dimension of the rotation of the strength. If try to balance this ( ) not only 

you have rotate in this direction (? around itself) but also in this direction (around the 

ray). We see cylindrical entities existing in the U is a reality, very rare, but it's not 

practical. So you start as a plasma, you transfer yourself as a elongated field of a Pl 

that it can get attracted to a higher speed, and then at the point how do you 

convert yourself back into a Pl. If you are a car you crash yourself into a wall, you 

stop and whatever is left is there. But in the SS you travel you can't smash yourself up. 

Or you can use the STM. But how do we convert, what is the method to convert a 

ray, a field, into plasmatic confirmation of existence, and a stable condition and 

position. It's very easy for those of you who will understand when you go back to a 

structure of a SS. (:24). You have to understand one thing, I am the ray, how could I 

stop without smashing in, but I can convert myself to be what is there. There are a 

number of ways to do it. Different races in the space have created different ways to 

do it and that is according to MG field strength of their own existence, because you 

can't do the same standard procedure for every race. It is according to what strength 

they appear and they have to manifest themselves from and ? bandwidth. Go back to the 

very original teaching and understand that this is the Pl (draws a spiral in the cylinder), 

it spirals from the center and it elongates, this is how the plasmatic field of the ray 

or light looks like. Because it's gravitated, it's pulled. To a weaker point in the front and 

the stronger point in the back according to the direction of motion. All you need to do is 

hook this back to here, and its M to the front, and what happens is the plasma just opens 

up. It changes itself from a light into a spherical shape without any damage. the 

process can be very rapid, literally you hang your G and M fields in the opposite 

way, so the bottom opens up.  (:26). and because you have a continuous flow it makes 

itself the shape of a sphere or a shape of what it has to be in that dimension or 

environment. If you understand this even for those who work with transportation of the 

fields, it's very easy, you receive the rays of the sun, you change the system and then 

you see it becomes gold, if you change it in a different way the same thing becomes 

silver, and if you change it a slightly different way the other things becomes mercury or 

Cu ??  To become Cu it has to go through this (Pl) at a given specific point of 

anchoring, at this point if it anchors it becomes Cu but at this other point it 

becomes gold or does it become H. It depends on its environment. Then if you 

anchor it closer (to the center) it becomes Plutonium. At the point of the strength of the 

connection we decided conversion of the Pl to any entity we need. You don't need to 

put 2 reactors opposite to each other. You have to learn the process of the 

interaction and linking up of the fields. We all have spoken you put 1 M on the 

system on the other and this adds to the totality. But how far do we understand this 

process and how far can we expand the knowledge because in the space we don't have 

time to think if I am right or wrong, can I put the brakes on, because if you put the 

brakes on in the wrong place,  (:28). Here you wanted it to be Cu, but if you choose 

the wrong anchoring you ended up becoming H. Here you are floating and here 

you are sinking. Here you are AA for the birds and you are a lion in the direction 

of the other entities. The process of conversion is important and how we decide and at 

what level we do that, in the SS system it's very easy. In the future those of you who 

evolve in the direction of space development via SS you'll find out you can make a SS 

to behave as a ray and you can also make the system to behave as a particle. You 

can make it to behave as a wave in as much as it has no entity, no tangibility, but at 

the point of manifestation it can switch from one to another. We understand the 

process of the motion of the light, in so many ways the transformation and 

transportation of the field from one point to another according to the strength of 



itself is one of the attributes of the Creator. Man one day will understand.   (:30). It's 

us within our physicality dimension of existence, we create by interaction of a 

collection of Gans's, what we call the STM, then if you understand that the soul of 

the Creator carries a spectrum of existence (draws a wavy line to the STM) at its 

given strength in the way we saw creation of Cu, ??? the speed of creation ??? of 

the soul of the Creator. It has to be in a given condition that it gives it the 

confirmation of existence. It doesn't matter how many universes and Unicose, galaxies 

and the rest are on the path. As you have created a dimension of the existence, in the full 

spectrum of the energy, (draws a spiral and from its center, a line back to the Creator), 

Now you understand how the Creator is within me and I am part of the Creator. I 

come from the light of His existence, and at this point I manifest myself through 

the knowledge of existence. But how does the Creator move from being its totality 

to be in the existence of the STM. It's a mystery which man will understand in the 

coming time. If you understood the ocean of the creation of the Pl to the point that it 

manifests itself in the matter state as Cu or whatever. There cannot be any difference 

in the world of creation between the Creator and what He has manifested Himself 

as the STM. I made man in the image of myself.  (:32). When you shout it doesn't 

only go down the road to your son when you tell him to stop, everybody else hears 

the same voice. So is the beauty of the Creator, when it shines everyone receives. If 

man understands this in a very simple way man can find the path to his Creator, to 

what you call ??  the Origin, the beginning, because when he shouts, all can hear, 

then as you know with the noise and where the voices come from you can see its 

existence. Theology and the world of Unicose and Cosmology are one, it's how they 

want to interpret and  understand the truth. If the light comes from the inner existence 

of the sun, and it's transformation, transportation, transmutation are arriving to 

the earth and it becomes Cu, and if the earth was not there and it can travel on to 

another point it becomes H, and He in another position in the U of itself, or maybe 

beyond itself ?? its spherical condition then we understand there is a big question for 

man to ask himself. In the path of the light of the Creator, are we the gold, H or ?? 

energy or end up ??  (:34). that in one day in collectiveness of returning back to what 

it is, we become another part of the soul of the Creator as the rain goes into and 

comes back to, as the fields of the Sun go to and comes back down to the earth and ??   

Man has to understand that no, there is nothing any different in any realms of the 

creation. Then it comes to how man behaves, which again this is the interference 

with the emotion, or the interaction of the fields, of the lower field to a higher field. 

Then we call it at that point different types of evolution, but in fact if we look it's no 

different. This is the STM, this is the finger, then the E and the fields of the finger in 

interaction with the brain at a given point creates the reaction of the ?? toe, because that 

the current that creates the motion for a plasma of the cells of the brain, then where do 

we want to interfere with the E and field of source of the STM to expect what 

reaction and interaction at the physical dimension of the physicality, but this time 

we have made the channels and everything else for it that it is ready to interact 

only with those cells in that part. I can only move the tip of my index finger or I just 

want to bend half of my thumb.  (:36).  ... then man understands a simple principle, that 

is to travel in the depth of the U man has to understand the operation of the fields of 

what he calls the light. The sooner we understand this the faster man will evolve in the 

new dimension. The source, transmutation, transportation and conversion to 

manifest yourself as something as part of what was originally the Sun, so is the 

STM, and so is the Sun is the soul of the Creator. The process of the transmutation 

and transportation of the fields of the U are very simple to understand. If one 



understands the simple fact, is that the higher order has to give by its, what we call 

magnitudinal strength to the destination, and has to take from the point of 

destination, the G field of it, that it creates a balance. I taught it before that children 

could understand, it's like a simple pulley, it depends on how you pull on this and how 

you want to see which way you want to bring the chain.  (:38). ... do you want the chain 

to move continuously but understanding the operation of the rope itself. if I start from 

here and ??? ... I come from the source, and I create a conversion, and that I behave 

like the source. The behavior of the source is simple, that is  (drawing arrows) ... .  in 

totality it's the behavior of light, here (in the center pulley) it's the conversion of 

fields .. you decide how to rotate and manifest .. (:40). yourself on ?? earth. When 

you speak about the twin stars, there is something in the middle, that is the 

position and conversion of the strengths of the fields of G or M of the light, in 

respect to approaching or departing. If we can control that in the space reactors of 

today, man will be able to travel the U and turn at any corner that he decides to turn. 

The movement of the Pl in the space is totally dictated by the strength of the Pl 

within itself and in respect to its environment by order of magnitude.  Any 

questions. (Mr. Keshe we are having a very hard time hearing you, can you speak up a 

little? I am speaking as loud as I can, I have a very bad cold, somehow a sneezy nose). I 

think it's a little bit too late at the end of the teachings, shall we start from the beginning.  

(:42).  Q: You mentioned sound to be transferred to the light and the destination to be a 

matter, so how as a human being to change our body to light and go back to the source, 

we heard in Buddhist teaching that at the end (of their life) they become beautiful 

light (Rainbow Body) and disappears. Can you explain that process?  That is part of 

the Buddhism and part of the understanding. Go back in the teachings,  (:44). I referred 

to the transfer of every cell energy, back to the soul, that the physicality in a way 

disappears, or it goes back into its origin which is the soul. You can't do that with 

the physical entity, but if you understood that every cell has a soul and you can 

create a condition that the STM becomes lower in strength than the soul of the cell 

that he created, then it becomes the feeder, then in that process, there is no matter 

of physicality, then as everything has absorbed, then it shines like a light, because 

now it has and it needs to find a point of reference, that now that it absorbs so 

much that in ratio by strength according to the soul of the totality of the U, it gets 

absorbed by it or detected by it. The understanding of it is very simple, Buddha tried 

to explain it, but he could not find a way to make it easy to understand, maybe we can 

do it now, or partially to start with. If this is the body and this is the STM, the law of 

the Pl tells you that the strongest always gives to the weakest by the ratio of the 

mass, that it can make it bigger, or create a condition that by feeding it, it transfers 

most of its energy to it.  (:46). and as it goes low it (they) become unison. What does 

this mean? The STM becomes so humble that in is so giving and that in giving it 

gives to every soul (cell) of the entity. In that process in a very simple way the point of 

giving and reducing, in fact the power of the soul, all the entities of the body, all parts 

and pieces, all the souls of totality in trying to feed they demise themselves to one 

center. And then it is very easy, you have to use the emotion of the man, then you 

are left with 1 soul that carries all the energies of every single soul in this entity. 

Now it changes, it has to be a giver to be able to survive, now it finds its the point 

of destiny, point of interaction, or absorption, or in a way to be pulled too. It can 

be done, it becomes the source of humbleness, we call it in the English language. We 

become so much humble, lower even in essence in strength, even lower then the cell in 

our own body, that the soul of the physicality feeds the STM. It needs a total 

understanding.  (:48). Then with all the souls, the physicality has a soul, even it takes 



itself the energy of the physicality. You diminish into 1 central soul which is the STM. 

That needs a lot of understanding how to do it. Very few people can do that. That 

comes when nothing in the U has value except being able to be, to serve. You 

convert the whole totality of the man to one entity, then if that entity is absorbed 

by the bigger field it becomes like a light, the way a light moves from the sun to the 

earth as it is feeding the weaker by its direction of motion, the light continues, you call 

it disappearing but in fact it's a massive field energy, in the U it's not so massive but in 

man's terms, it is the total energy of the man's existence that you become a light to 

become, to manifest yourself in the dimension ?? of the strength of the souls of the 

entities of the U according to the MG field mass of this planet. It's very easy, why 

you call it a farmers, or certain spiritual people do it because they learn how to 

become detached and in that detachment the physicality feeds to confirm its 

existence  (:50). the soul of physicality and with it as it goes converts the energy of 

the physicality to the energy of the soul. As it was mentioned that when a man dies 

the energy released is equivalent to 18 Hiroshima bombs. But if you can create the 

soul condition that it can absorb the totality of 18 bombs then you can see how much 

energy the body of the man absorbs and holds on to. Then you can transmute and if you 

become so selfless that ??? that does not become part of the confirmation and 

acceptance of the existence then you can return back to your soul. Don't forget every 

cell produced by the body has given a share of his soul from the existence of ?? the 

totality of the STM in reduction of strength at the point of interaction. If you call in 

a very simple way, if the STM is there, and you have a cell (soul) here (toe) the STM 

is just a beaker (beacon ?) but it depends how and where you touch this soul in 

transportation to touch the toe, arm, heart,   and that ??soul reaches there because 

that is the strength it has. Now you understand how they say you can become a 

light, but to do it you have to be able to become humble enough that,  (:52). the 

souls of your own existence transfers all their energy to feed you, and as you, you 

become the totality of one, that in interaction with another becomes absorbed and 

becomes part of the energy of existence. Any other question. Buddhism and Taoism 

brings a lot of things close for man to understand in reality the truth about his own 

creations. Where the other religions in the West are nothing but financial based and 

punishment based, which makes a lot of money. In the West religions are businesses 

and not a way of teaching the soul. Elevation of the soul will come through 

Buddhism and Taoism and not through the financial resources in Jerusalem, 

Vatican or other places.  (audio problem )    (:54). Q: If we were originally a soul 

from outside of this planet then wouldn't it be easier for us to be a light and 

manifest our body here and not need to go through pregnancy and be born as a 

baby? What are you talking about, are you awake or asleep? (laughs) I am dreaming 

and talking dream language. You just explained how we go to light and back to the 

source. .... If at the beginning we all come out from the source and then can't we just 

manifest our body on this planet, wouldn't that be easier? It is not a process that you 

can control. It's a process of balance distribution of where you put the beacon.  

(:56). If you put a beacon in Africa or Russia or wherever. This beacon is what you 

call the beginning of the STM and when it gets established in the womb of the 

mother. That is what ... (hello are you still there Mr. Keshe? ) Yes I am waiting for an 

answer. Hello can you hear me? I am not sure what the question is?  (the sound is 

better) ... Did you get that Ruthi? No I don't know what the question is. Go back to 

what you asked, as the question and understand that it is us or the soul of us at the 

point of inception,  (:58). that decides what strength we want to attract from the 

fields of the Creator. It doesn't matter if it has gone through a solar system or 



galaxy or a universe or whatever. The strength of our soul at the point of inception 

and its development dictates what we absorb from the center of the Creator or the 

original field, or whatever name you want to give it. I think that should answer you. 

Do you understand? Q: Now you said that we can't choose, so that it depends on our 

originally or like the strength of our field ... What we absorb ... Q: So that depends on 

our self, we can't choose if I want to be higher or lower. ... It's conditioned on the 

position and the place where the soul takes its condition, its origin. If you are from 

the Source, how far and how many things are in front of, that here you become gold, 

here silver, and H whatever.  (1:00). You create at the point of inception the field 

strength, that you absorb this field strength. This field strength comes directly from 

the Source, the beginning when it was released, it doesn't mean it was always ?? so 

high. It could be (a ray) from the origin that never had any accidents or touching 

anything and arrives to you, so you are directly connected to the direction of the 

Source, but that is very rare, it's impossible more or less in the position of the 

universe. Because it's such a big mix mash. Q: I think I understand a little bit, but I 

want to confirm, so if a soul comes from outside of this planet and can manifest 

directly on this planet without being born? In so many ways it happens. Man 

chooses to accept that kind of birth but if you go from here to planet Zeus and you 

know how to convert when you approach you don't need to go into the womb of a 

mother to be born. You just convert knowing the strength of the soul and the 

condition of the environment. Maybe some of us will end up on a planet if we decide 

to go into space that all the beings are roller balls and they roll everywhere, they don't 

have arms and legs. So do you need to go inside a roller ball to be born to have a soul, 

you can come in and live according to the condition you are at.  (1:02). As I said you 

change the Pl of the soul at the point of interaction. Q: You said if you put the G in the 

back and M in the front you change to a Gans? You change to a spherical ball, in the 

dimension of a sphere if you can explain it that way. Q: But on the light itself ?? is it all 

over?  Yes, it's very much interactive, the light finds a space gap,  if you have a magnet 

and you put iron dust on the ground you'll see the fields, with a sphere you'll pretty 

much see the same. The space gaps, we say traditionally the North Pole going out 

but there are gaps between these magnetic fields which are not empty spaces, they 

are where the G fields are squeezed in.  (1:04). How can you get through the space 

gaps of the universe because these don't stop here, as they go out they open up to a 

very large angle. Anything in that field strength has a passage. And each of the gaps 

are different from each other. Q: If the Gans has a light and I as a person so my body is 

a Gans also, I should be seeing other lights too, the reason I can't see it is because this is 

the way physicality is and we can't see it? Yes, but let me explain something else. It's a 

very interesting point, those of you who might understand what I am explaining. We 

have seen the aura of the man, the fields around him, this is after the conversion of the 

soul to physicality with a mass body of the man. There is a very strong beacon in the 

center, amazingly strong beacon in the center, we call it the STM. Then you have 

what you got used to, the physicality of the man. We see the aura. But if my 

physical eye,  (1:06). 'me' from planet Zeus does not see this, but only sees the 

STM. I don't see what he is doing here (physically) but I see what his intentions 

are. Man will find this out very soon when he goes to space, one of the first things to 

hit the man, is that we don't see physicality, but we see the light. But we see that 

this light is communicating, it's part of it, we feel it. It goes back to the point, do I 

see your soul because it's a very strong beacon or with the eye of the man I only see 

the physicality of the man and can't see the soul. But the eye from planet Zeus 

doesn't see the physicality, only the soul. And if you are a predator, he will take the 



soul, it's a good package of energy.  Q: She quotes Mr. Keshe, 'The whole of the 

Unicose becomes the gap between the soul of the Creator and the brain, the ocean 

or the magma which by the field reduction leads to the creation of the physicality 

of the Creator,  (1:08). during which part of the emotion of the Creator ?? like a 

cell with the dimension of his soul'. So the Creator has a soul, a physicality and 

emotion, .. when we say, "I created man in the image of Myself". So there is a lot 

happening here. We have the E, we are the image of God because He created us in His 

own image. The Creator creates all aspects of Himself in us, and its unlimited aspect of 

itself. Am I swimming in the emotion of the Creator right now? And is my E 

representative of His E but in physicality? Right now, no matter how many people are 

born on this planet they have one aspect of the Creator, then the Creator has created all 

these aspects in order to achieve what? Because there must be some reason He placed 

all these aspects to come up with alternate solutions or to get to an ultimate threshold 

that everything is going to come to one? I said this once to a child and I think it sums up 

the answer to you. If every cell has its own soul, is every soul of the cell.  (1:10). Or 

is every cell aware of the existence of the soul. And then you are 1 cell on the tip of 

a finger and through interaction with a soul you have received energy to be in that 

position. But now you are the tip of the finger soul, the cell, and the body is playing 

ofotball, what is your role in that game of ofotball? Or you are part of the totality that 

is moving, chasing a ball, and you are not aware of it because you are just a cell, on the 

tip of the finger, hanging and dangling. Even though we say we are part of, we are 

connected to the soul of the Creator, is it the Creator playing ofotball at the moment 

or is he having a rest, and just because he is resting the tip of the finger moves and the 

cell which is the STM moving, or is He aware of playing ofotball.  Q: I hit my head 

last night, lot of pain, feel asleep  (1:12). I was completely light, and I felt I was the 

Creator and it was the strangest feeling I ever had, one with everything, but the pain 

created that, and I was wondering why the pain created to that extent that I can see the 

light, and what is the relationship with such pain and the E or feeling? I don't know. If 

you see the light and you hit your head on top of your eye, you might have created a 

shock of nerves in the cells of the eyes. A lot of things people do can be physically 

explained. People say, I saw a huge light and I am free of everything, but in fact I 

can explain the whole process. The divergence of the Soul of Physicality to the 

STM creates a massive light, and people make a mistake with dying and being very 

free and comfortable (near death experience?), because all the soul energies need 

to be replenished, to be put in order, in automotive industry they call it a callback. 

Everybody gets called back in because there is a need for an adjustment, a correction. 

We see this quite a lot especially in physical accidents. you see a rush of cells as you 

don't want to stand that threshold of pain, it's your decision, I have had enough, I want 

to call it a day.  (1:14). in their subconscious, this is how people create their own ILS, 

and many create their own MS. Q: How do create a Point of reference when each 

point of the earth has its own MG? Very much like the birds do, they go to one end 

of the planet and go exactly to the same tree every year. We are aware of the field 

strength and we have ordered it, we decide to ignore it but we are fully aware of all of 

it. We know where we want to be on this planet the minute we are born and where 

we'll end up and we know where we are going to be. Living a few bits and bumps 

here, we are that bird on the wing of flight, but the 2 ends are known. There are 5 

things which man surely does, that he is born and there is one certainty he will die. 

In between there are 3 more, you eat and sleep. and without any of the 5 there is no 

existence of the soul.  (1:16). and its got a time gap we call the age, it has a beginning, 

establishing of the soul, and maturity of the soul departing from the physicality because 



it can't hold, it's too much. We know all of it, it's just that we decided to ignore it 

because for us, we decide the time, like when you give birth they ask her if it's a boy 

or a girl and she says I don't want to know, even the doctor has told you, you are deaf, I 

don't want to see it. But the reality is... The point of inception is more or less an accident 

we really know exactly how and why we ?? expecting to get what level that we depart. 

It's like going with a bucket and knowing how far you are going to carry that bucket, 

only to the ??? somebody wants to fill it with drip, drip, and some with a cup full, and 

some put in the ocean and fills it to the brim. Q: You said 5 things, but you gave only 4. 

You guess. One is going to the toilet, without it there is no ?? It's part of us, getting rid 

of what we don't need, without taking we don't confirm, without having a time to 

process it, and there is a beginning and an end.  Q: To become a light and manifest 

anyplace you want  (1:18). that's magnificent. Many do it. Any other question. Q: Man 

from Togo, I see light on a person like can be gold, diamond, what am I seeing?  Can 

you explain in more detail?  (1:20). Q: If I am a person I see a light like a star 

shining on his body. .. It depends on what you want to accept in the dimension of 

the fields that you observe, you can see the same person as gold and then the next time 

you see them as silver color. We decide in what position and condition we want to see, 

it depends on the strength of us in the point of observation.  (1:22).  ... Next month July 

7th is anniversary of Fabio's death. (1:24). Keshe reads, letter about Fabio's. It is 

still not clear from the truck driver what happened and there is still an investigation 

going on, 2 years later. The Minister ofund that it was the truck that hit the car on the 

right side, .. the car turned in front of the truck and hit the road barrier and bounced on 

the truck running and hooking it, .. at such a speed to project the bodies out of the car 

about 200 meters. The death of Fabio has been assessed by police, this was the text. As 

we said, it was attempted murder, it was a hit, we have to wait for Police inquiry. 

The rest is in private until the court rules.  (1:26). If the driver is convicted it will be a 

very large sentence as he claims innocence. It was well set up as we know how it was 

done. The KF will use this case to defend a lot of cases that is happening to us. The 

place, position, and how it happened has brought the KF to a halt for some time. What I 

read was from the court and they ofund that the truck hit the car on the right side, twice, 

and they ran it over. As we said this was not as it looks ... we'll bring more information 

as it comes in. ... we are all aware of what has happened.  ...  we looked at it as 

attempted murder on my life ....  we have ofund the connection between that Albanian 

driver and Belgium.  (1:28). It just depends on how the police will link it. ....  

(1:32).  .. we are releasing that we have made the connection between the Albania 

and Belgium. We have ofund a direct sharing of the website between them, it's 

totally illegal and has never been seen, we provide this document to Italian police.  

(1:34). This is an organized crime by a state. I withhold any further information right 

here,  but our team has established a very clear line between them. ...  Giovanni comes 

on to explain. They made a special checking and ofund that the truck hit the car.  

(1:36). They told that the car hit the truck but they ofund that it was the opposite. It's not 

possible to say more for an investigation of this type ...   (1:38).  

 

(1:46). I explained to this (solar energy) engineer that we absorb more energy at 

night then in the daytime. The reason for it is that as the field forces of the sun 

moves away as we go to the back away from facing the sun, it allows ... it's less 

pressure on the fields of the planet to move out, because the sun's rays are stronger then 

the earth's, there is so much of it that it subdues the earths G.. ... rays against the surface. 

When we go away from the sun, afternoon, evening or whatever, at night these field 

forces due to the balance, now they have to balance themselves in respect to what we 



call the Solar System, and these fields are not as strong as the sun facing part of the 

earth, and what we have seen by experience and testing,  (1:48). is that the fields of 

the earth they move further up and away from the surface of the earth, which 

means we receive much stronger M fields, which means we receive more fields from 

the planet. Let's say during the day the strongest field would have come to our 

ankle, now the same strength reaches our knees. ... If let's say the factor was 10 

during the daytime then at night the same factor would be, if at the ankle would be at 

the knee height. What we showed you in Einhoven with the sphere (that measures 

fields), that these fields are much more powerful. We can produce systems that they 

create more energy during the night then the day using the MG field of the planet. 

We showed the ball a couple weeks ago in the teachings, so as we lay down (on the 

ground) or walk bareofoted without shoes or socks, because each one of these is 

like a filtering, like your brain has a filtering of your soul, whatever expansion or 

extension we do to the planet from its surface, its absorption, it does the same 

thing. If we walk bareofoted on the earth or sleep flat on the floor, which many people 

do  (1:50). We absorb different field radiation from the earth, we sleep lunch or night 

time. The soul of physicality is connected to the STM, so as we receive more direct 

fields through our different part of the souls of our ofot and the ankle , much 

stronger fields are ... radiated back to the soul and they effect the STM. We are 

connected to. The way we walk, if we walk with fear or with joy, the field absorbed 

?? the E of joy and that in ?? reflection feeds back to our soul, the way the soul 

gives to dictate the shape and position of a cell. When the cell receives, it gives 

motion to it, it feeds back to the emotional part of the brain that it feeds back to 

the soul. It's a mutual way to feed. When you walk bareofoted you receive more fields 

at the level ... it doesn't mean.... you can walk somewhere and feel absolutely exhausted, 

and walk somewhere else and feel so rejoiceful. I go for a walk to enjoy, I do it 

bareofoted, but I walk on the concrete, you're always afraid something might go in my 

ofot. Some people just blank it out, nothing can happen and I walk. When you get to 

that step where nothing matters and I walk  (1:52). and there it an ??emotional  block, 

does it add to the STM? Or do I walk on the beach and enjoy the pleasure of sharing 

my feelings to the ground, as much as you give to the earth, you receive to the 

earth as you walk on it. ?? you all take. At the same time we have to understand 

it's an everlasting .... continuous interaction between every single cell/souls in the 

body of the man and the STM. If we walk bareofoted we absorb energy directly, if 

we walk bareofoted at night, we are peace, see everything and are comfortable we 

get a different ...  sleep on the floor, you get a different reaction. If some of you 

have ever tried sleeping on the leather, it creates a different type of sleep pattern 

then when you sleep on the clothe. On the leather it's a natural process ....  (broken 

.. )...  I was explaining that if you sleep on leather be it furniture or on the ground, you 

sleep totally different.  (1:54). Because the leather is made of the AA which we are 

made of, we share different field strength from it. It's a balanced fields, whereas on 

mattresses with all the metals in it, is not the natural way that we transfer energies. We 

transfer energies with Cu, spring and the rest of it. We know how we use the Cu for 

different purposes in our Pl technology. We see another ?/ how we share our energy 

with the totality of our structure. ?? what we give and take, what you call aura is 

continuously with us, what strength we give and take. If you walk bareofot or sleep on 

the ground without any interface we absorb totally different level. We see some 

researches that people who sleep on the floor eat totally different then people who sleep 

on a mattress, on the 20th or first floor. How far you stay away from the absorption of 

the higher or lower order during the daytime or nighttime creates different patterns of 



behavior. These have all been studied in depth in some organizations. The emotion and 

energy is different for those who sleep on the 20th floor then the ground floor even 

though it's the same building.  (1:56). At the high altitude you receive different M 

fields from the earth then what you receive from the ?? It effects you and what you 

absorb and what you give is directly from the soul of the physicality to the STM 

and reflects that with the STM. ...  Q: Are our hands in a way a copy of the Alek 

Beads system, the ones we put in the SS. Because I was observing my hands and 

pictured the palms are round like a sun and the space between the fingers looks like 

what you explained with the magnets and the iron dust. I picture in my hands the 

triangles you draw in the Alek's system also. Would the space between the fingers be 

the absorbing and G point and the fingers as the giver and M point. And what is the use 

of hands in Pl T at the soul level.  (1:58). Would you like to write a book about it. It's 

very much like what we just explained, but the fingers, we absorb different M field 

strengths from our fingers, and the fingers and toes are needed and are part of the 

energy balance. How we behave, how our soul is, how our soul dictates its 

operation, can be shown by the operation and shape of the fingers. The way you 

hold them ... shake hands with your fingers, you can tell everything about the STM. I 

think the people who invented the handshake, the Japanese are very clever they 

don't do it because you can read them, is to find out how you feel, who they got 

opposite to them, and what expected of them, or expected to be done.    .... (2:00).   

(2:03). Angelo of Rumania presents his device. It's similar to a MaGrav and it's 

about the interactions with the human body. They did measurements with 

therapist.  (2:04).  (2:06) Explain the purpose ..   (2:10). Video with subtitles and no 

audio. (2:12). Another video. (2:18).   ... Mr. Keshe says anything with high speed 

rotation of Gans's we always see effects like this, we feel it. Could be in the center 

of a group of people? Yes. If you go back to the old cultures, the Maya, or Far 

East, they used to have these kind of things, but the hid it in the structure the way 

they used to make things out of wood or whatever.  (2:20). In the very old times 

they used the intestine of animals to make these kind of things. They believe the 

flow of life ?? if you can regenerate it you can bring life back in different ways. 

Continues with videos. The Pl device is very positive. .. (2:22).  

 

(2:24).  25 25 .. we have to stay very open minded and not to be prejudice or try to 

promote one thing or the other. This program the way you showed these fields is not 

scientifically acceptable. ... because everybody makes lines on it the way they like.  

(2:26). I know of hundreds of programs made by the Russian space people. ... we'll do 

this in the KF, try to bring in scientific people to quantify and qualify the result. .. .. 

(2:28). .. if you start showing these things from now on it has to have a solid ground.  

 

 

(2:34). ... One of our research center has submitted Gans balls for certification. .. 

Romania team to get it certified and then share it with other countries. ... 

 

(2:38).  

(2:40). These system are so cheap to make and so effective they can be used by the poor 

people and this is where we have to come in. 24      

(2:42). Jalal presents, and photos. It happened to a family 3 days ago at noon. the 2 

children where playing on this trampoline, the father and mother went away 

briefly, then they heard a whistle noise like a jet, but not a normal jet, similar to what 

happened in 1990s war in Iraq, and both of them couldn't move, stopped by the noise. 



When the noise left the children were scared. They saw an object 3 to 3 meters. They 

know about the Pl. The daugther drew it, it was lights but not lights, only colors, 

yellow, orange, red, on parameter of the yellow shaped waves. It's a ball but not it 

had something attached to it, a plate. smoke coming out, looked like smoke, it 

covered garden and part of roof, estimate 20 meters in diameter. The girl asked if 

the Gans's had anything to do with it?   (2:48). I don't know. I don't make comments 

on these things. This could be anything.  ...  We can't make comments on this, no 

way. She said it was solid object and could see parts moving, not colors, phosphoric 

color.  ... At the moment if you look into the deep sky you see a number of positions 

??? spaceships. They shine and they have taken position in line on the horizon with 

the other stars. (2:50). They can detect any movement of the position of the satellites 

or the stars that they can see. We see a number of them in the past few months, so there 

is some movement in the space in respect to, the machines we have to detect 

planetary system do not pick up on these, it's due to the fact of the way they are, 

the way they absorb, they are not detectable by any shape or means. There is a lot 

of activity above us, it's been for the past 2 years. Those I can explain exactly which 

part of the U they come from, they have a specific way of positioning, transportation 

and the rest of it. But these things when you are not there or have seen them it's not 

correct to make comments on. Any other questions.  (2:52). Alec shows his Pl field 

accelerator, N coating and then Gans coating with CH3. It's a series of rings. (2:54). KF 

plasma "One Soul" T-shirt, with special ink over the chakra points. It received 

certification in Italy. Plasma liquid soap. (2:56). There is 2nd edition of the Books. 

The books and some materials will be sold on Amazon. We are still talking about 

the KF Coin, with some governments to back it. The beginning of the teaching today 

was very heavy as such, heavy means we haven't gained the knowledge for it but we 

have to set precedents that when we become enligthened by the knowledge we can go 

forward with it to the next step and once it's developed to understand that this was that 

part of the teaching of such and such a time, the teaching of 3 years ago some people 

say that now (afterwards) that they can ofllow it this time.  (2:58). The structure of the 

light internally we will try to go into next time if everything comes together 

correctly. Then you can see how you can use the conversion from the light plasma, 

or you call the plasma of the light to the Pl of the spherical condition, that in that 

transition you can produce what you need. It's the transition that leads most of the 

time to the manifestation of the entity, and then the environment will play its game 

to manifest in that dimension and that structure. The teachings will carry on further 

to expand on the light and understanding of the transportation of the Pl and then we'll go 

back into the creation of the U. When we teach about that, I referred to part of it today 

in the creation of the U, some of you might understand it. Because now we take a step 

further in ??? the STM and the Creator which becomes part of the U and Unicose. I will 

try to put more in bit by bit so when we come to the creation or the origin of the U we 

understand the totality of the creation and the Creator. Please try to understand the first 

hour of the teaching today, it's very important especially those of you contemplating 

transportation with space travel.  

(3:00). 

End 

 


